DATE: August 17, 1998

MACHINE: Ride-On-Adzer

SERIAL NUMBER(S): 160 and up

SUBJECT: Propulsion Motor Replacement

There are two types of Propulsion Motors used on the Ride-On-Adzer with Dual Crawlers. Machines s/n 160 through 170 and s/n 195 and up were shipped with motor part number 50230028. Machine s/n 171-194 were shipped with motor part number 50230030.

Due to a difference in displacement, the two motors are not interchangeable. Both motors on a particular machine must be of the same type. When a replacement motor is ordered, the correct part number for that particular machine must be specified.

The photographs show the differences between the two motors. The centerline of the two hydraulic ports on the 50230028 motor is parallel to the mounting face of the motor. The centerline of the ports on the 50230030 motor is at an angle to the mounting face.

Only the 50230028 motor is listed in the parts manual. If replacement 50230028 motors were ordered for machines requiring 50230030 motors, any new, unused motors may be returned to NORDCO and exchanged for the correct motor. Do not return any motors for exchange without first contacting the NORDCO Parts Department for a return authorization (GRFC).

Corrected parts list pages are also available. Call 1-800-647-1724 to contact the NORDCO Parts Department to order new parts list pages or to return any motors for exchange.